Environment Scrutiny Committee

Monday 29 November 2021 at 10.00 am

Council Chamber - Shire Hall, Gloucester

AGENDA

1

APOLOGIES

Chair

To note any apologies for absence.
2

MINUTES (Pages 1 - 10)

Chair

To confirm and sign the minutes of the meeting held on 9 September
2021.
3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Chair

Members of the Committee are invited to declare any pecuniary or
personal interests relating to specific matters on the agenda.
Please see note (a) at the end of the agenda.
4

CLIMATE CHANGE

Peter Wiggins

To understand whether Gloucestershire is on track to meet its
commitments and if the plans are ambitious enough to address the crisis
at hand.
REPORT TO FOLLOW

5

MOTION 876 UPDATE (Pages 11 - 16)

Liz Kirkham

To receive an update report on actions agreed at the Committee meeting
on the 9 September 2021.
6

WORK PLAN (Pages 17 - 18)
To review the committee work plan and suggest items for consideration at

Date Published:19 November 2021

Chair

future meetings.

INFORMATION ITEMS
7

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT: ECONOMY, ENVIRONMENT Colin Chick
& INFRASTRUCTURE (Pages 19 - 34)
Colin Chick, Executive Director of Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
to update the Committee on current issues (includes Quarter 2 2021/22
performance data)

8

FUTURE MEETINGS

Chair

12 January 2022
9 March 2022
24 May 2022
13 July 2022
8 September 2022
22 November 2022
Membership – Cllr Roger Whyborn, Cllr Susan Williams, Cllr Chris McFarling, Cllr Dominic Morris
(Chair), Cllr Gill Moseley, Cllr Alan Preest, Cllr Phil Awford, Cllr Sajid Patel and Cllr Paul Baker
(a)

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about
whether to make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Monitoring Officer,
(Rob Ayliffe Tel:01452 328506/ e-mail: rob.ayliffe@gloucestershire.gov.uk) prior to the
start of the meeting.

(b)

INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the
meeting, please contact: Sophie Benfield, Democratic Services Adviser
:01452 324094/ e-mail: sophie.benfield@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c)

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
1
Members are required to sign the attendance list.
2
Please note that substitution arrangements are in place for Scrutiny (see page 81 of
the Constitution).

(d)

Please note that photography, filming and audio recording of Council meetings is
permitted subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions. Please
contact Democratic Services (Tel 01452 324202) to make the necessary arrangements
ahead of the meeting. If you are a member of the public and do not wish to be
photographed or filmed please inform the Democratic Services Officer on duty at the
meeting.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to
Shire Hall in Westgate Street. Please remain there and await further instructions.

Agenda Item 2
ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES of a meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee held on Thursday 9
September 2021 at the Council Chamber - Shire Hall, Gloucester.
PRESENT:
Cllr Chris McFarling (Vice-Chair)
Cllr Dominic Morris (Chair)
Cllr Gill Moseley
Cllr Phil Awford
Cllr Sajid Patel

Cllr Roger Whyborn
Cllr Susan Williams
Cllr Paul Baker
Cllr Stephen Hirst

Substitutes:

Cllrs Stephen Hirst and Paul Baker

Officers in attendance:

Cllr Vernon Smith, Kathryn Haworth, Simon Excell, Cllr David
Gray, Liz Kirkham and Alexis Newport

Apologies:
2.

Colin Chick, Cllrs Philip Robinson, Alan Preest and Alex Hegenbarth

MINUTES
The minutes of the meetings held on 16 June and 14 July 2021 were approved.

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest were received.

4.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF HIGHWAYS
The Chair invited Kathryn Haworth, Lead Commissioner for Highways, to present
this item. The report was taken as read and members noted the following points:






The County Council was responsible for 5,500km of highway network which
equated to around £7 billion as a financial asset. The Council had a statutory
duty to keep this network safe.
The increasing implications of a changing of climate were having a
significant impact on the network’s stability due to more rainfall and extreme
temperatures.
It was very much an evolved network meaning in some cases, sections of
the highway were hundreds of years old. Whilst nowadays, things were
designed to be resilient, the older sections of the highway would not have
been built to this standard. This meant the network needed to be constantly
maintained and looked after to improve its lifespan and reduce the need for
capital works.
Structural maintenance was the preferred way of maintaining the highway
network. This meant putting structural integrity back into the network through
resurfacing and surface treatments.
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4.1

This year was the final year of the £150m investment. This additional
investment over and above the standstill costs had definitely made an
improvement to the classified road network.
Standstill costs were the monies needed to maintain the network as it was
today (i.e. making no improvements) and this was £16.8m per annum.
Whilst resurfacing was the best way to improve the network long term, there
would always be a need to monitor and maintain areas of the network not
due for resurfacing. This was generally done through a programme of regular
(which varied depending on the road classification) scheduled safety
inspections and reactive reports of defects.
Any defect would, upon inspection, be allocated a repair timeframe set out in
the safety criteria.
The graph at 4.8 showed how the prolonged winter and extreme weather
events from 2020/21 had massively increased the fragility of the network.
Whilst in an ideal world, there would be enough resource to repair all defects
on a road at the same time, this was not always possible. The first priority
had to be keeping the pubic safe and addressing the most hazardous
defects first.
Additional resource had been brought in to help the gangs manage the
increased number of defects in the previous 6 months, including a spray
injection patching machine and additional patching crews who could address
larger areas or clusters, rather than just individual potholes.
Section 7 of the report outlined the future aspirations for highways. Climate
change was certainly identified as a risk to the network resilience and a
threat to how operations were currently carried out.
The scale of the task at hand was large. Prioritisation was key to make sure
the public were safe and there was a keenness to work closely with
members to help deliver the best service possible.
Key areas of focus going forward included: improving carbon emissions and
sustainability of the network, streamlining systems and the digital offering
and making sure information for customers and councillors was easy to find
and understand.
Members welcomed the detailed report, and suggested it would be very
useful for residents to have access to it. Noting this was a public meeting
and this report was published on the website, it was added that all the
highways depots had recently offered drop in sessions, and an action from
this was to put together an information pack/highways guide to share around
the county as a first point of reference.

ACTION:
4.2

The Committee were very keen on the above and requested this pack
be progressed – Kath Haworth

A member questioned the abandonment of using road ditches to help
manage water off the network. It was explained that 99% of the time,
maintenance of a ditch would be the responsibility of the adjacent landowner.
Larger landowners were generally good at taking responsibility and
maintaining their ditches but the team continued to engage as much as
possible to encourage this.
-2-
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4.3

Looking at future resilience and sustainability of the network, it was advised
that the department were engaged with new technologies and closely
followed the work by ADEPT (Association of Directors of Environment,
Economy, Planning & Transport) who were running a series of live labs to
trial these. The problem for the industry as a whole was that local authorities
were often quite risk adverse due to limited funding, and were very cautious
to take a chance and spend large amounts of public money on a new
technology that may fail quickly, hence the use of live labs.

4.4

Members requested to be kept up to date on the use/trial of advance
technologies and materials in highways. This was agreed to be added to the
work plan.

ACTION:

Democratic Services

4.5

A member shared detail of a significant work coordination issue experienced
during a road closure in their area which caused immense havoc for
residents and local businesses.

4.6

Whilst an action was taken to look into this specific road closure, the
following was shared on general work coordination and advanced planning.
In advance of any road closure, notices would be sent out to residents
directly affected, local parish/town councils and local councillors etc. Where
there were businesses affected, these should also be identified but perhaps
closer working with members could help better identify those affected in
advance. Diversion routes always had their difficulties; it was a continuing
frustration that not all road users followed the suggested diversion, with
SATNAVs often being blamed.

ACTION:

Kath Haworth

4.7

This was mentioned a second time in relation to utility companies closing
roads for repairs. Examples were given of councillors and residents having to
take remove closure signs that were left behind, plus the need for improved
signage on the approach to a closure.

4.8

Officers shared the same frustration and tried as much as possible to preplan with utility companies to avoid such issues, unfortunately not all were as
responsible/responsive as would be hoped. The street works team did have
certain powers when it comes to enforcing standards on external companies,
including the new permitting scheme which allowed fix penalty notices if
companies failed to meet the requirements of their license. Last month these
notices amounted to £32,000.

ACTION:

Explore the possibility of working with Govt. on increasing fix
penalty notices changed to companies breaching their highways
work license – Liz Kirkham
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4.9

For cyclists using the highway network, it was raised that multiple individual
pothole repairs made the surface extremely difficult to cycle on, and often
resulted in cyclist needing to move out into the road. The member welcomed
reference made to increasing the use of patching gangs to repair a wider
area of road surface at one time, but stressed they did not see this discretion
being used on the ground. It remained the norm that gangs would fix the
defect they were there to do, and leave any others surrounding it. Another
member added this was particularly frustrating in rural communities as
residents were aware of the distances gangs would have travelled to only
have to return again shortly.

4.10

Another member added this was particularly frustrating in rural communities
as residents were aware of the distance gangs would have travelled to only
need to return again shortly. This gave a public a perception that highways
was not delivering value for money and suggested the need for a more
holistic approach to all highway repairs (including hedge cutting, minor sign
repairs etc.)

4.11

It was reiterated that the reactive maintenance was a safety, risk-based
programme with its overall objective being to keep the network as safe as
possible, as soon as possible. Whilst noting pothole repairs often made the
road surface uneven for cyclist, the overall safety objective remained the
gangs’ priority. Longer term however, the data on repairs was fed into the
planned structural maintenance programme as multiple defects on a road
was a sign that the structure was failing overall and a more comprehensive
solution would be needed.

4.12

Officers completely understood the frustration of members and the public
seeing gangs fix one defect and leaving others surrounding. In the past six
months, it was appreciated discretion on the ground had not been possible
due to the number of defects the gangs were dealing with. The safety criteria
had to remain the priority and focus on the most serious defects first. This
was not the desired way to operate but this was the reality during times of
pressure.

4.13

Whilst noting that patching repairs were a really effective alternative
response to fixing pot holes and a good way to hold the condition of a road,
the department had to be careful to balance the resource of doing this type
of repair, to ensure other areas of work did not suffer as a result.

4.14

The team were also exploring the opportunity to start using inspection crews
to carry out minor repairs works when they were travelling around the
county. This could be removing a branch from across a footpath for example.

4.15

A member added that there was also an issue of public perception when
crews were repairing defects in poor weather conditions, as this sometimes
led to the repair needing to be done again. It was advised that good quality
repairs were possible in bad weather (moderate rather than extreme) but
what also came into play here was the fragility of the surrounding network. If
-4-
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the road service was in poor condition around the defect, it was less likely to
take the repair with the added issue of wet weather.
4.16

The Committee were reminded of the Highways Local Funding available
each member this financial year.

4.17

A member highlighted that limiting annual spending within highways may
also contribute to higher annual carbon emissions with crews travelling
extensively on the network to carry out repairs. It was questioned whether
there was a business case for taking a risk and spending more upfront in
order to get as many roads as possible structurally sound, and therefore
making savings in the long term by reducing the need for reactive
maintenance (and thus reducing carbon emissions from the annual works
programme).

4.18

Officers advised that the standstill cost for highways reactive maintenance
(making no improvements but maintaining the network as was) was £16.8m
per annum, the backlog of maintenance was estimated at £79m. Whilst
agreeing that more proactive maintenance would lead to less reactive costs
over time, there would always be a need for some reactive maintenance.
Long term investment in structural condition of the network and general good
routine maintenance activities will prolong the life and minimise the reactive
maintenance needed but it is recognised that funding, particularly revenue, is
constrained for all services.

4.19

It was raised that whilst members reported and encouraged reporting of
defects in their divisions, it was really difficult to understand the baseline
condition of roads (particularly in more rural communities where much of the
highway was C roads or unclassified). Members felt it would be really useful
when speaking with residents/town/parish councils to have a document
which summarised the condition of the roads in their division, showing where
the problems were and how/when these would be actioned.

4.20

An action was taken to explore the cost of increasing the regularity of road
condition surveys.

ACTION:

Kath Haworth

4.21

Finally, there was a discussion around the end to end process of
maintenance. At the moment, there was a lot of friction caused due to the
lack of automated/accessible processes for reporting and follow up
correspondence.

4.22

Being unable to access reported defects in real time often left Members and
residents out of the loop on progress and led to frustrations. It was viewed
that many would feel more appeased and patient if they knew where a defect
was in the system, even if it had experienced delays. Members were
reminded that defects should be reported online so that progress could be
tracked.
-5-
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4.23

Officers shared the frustration of the inefficiency of email being for a way of
reporting issues and agreed that improvements from a customer point of
view in terms of tracking their report were needed. Providing a single
portal/digital point of contact for reporting issues and requesting action and in
the process limiting email would lead to more overall understanding of the
volume of contact, progress on issues and reporting ability. There did need
to be consideration that there is a finite resource, and number of
gangs/funding, and that safety work is prioritised over other general
maintenance work, especially during winter seasons and emergencies when
the knock-on effect to programmed works is felt.

ACTION:
5.

To consider what opportunities there might be for moving towards a
more digital and automated system – Kath Haworth

MOTION 876 - CALL TO ADOPT 20MPH MAXIMUM SPEEDS IN AREAS
WHERE VULNERABLE ROAD USERS AND VEHICLES MIX
5.1

The Chair began by inviting Cllrs Roger Whyborn and Gill Moseley to
introduce this item as the original proposers and seconders of the motion.
Members noted the following points:












This motion received no objection in principle or spirit at the Full Council
meeting where it was originally considered, as long as any changes were
where the community considered them to be appropriate.
A common sense and consulted approach was very important, we must
not impose the limits, each community should be able to make their own
case as to what was most appropriate for their area.
The importance of 20mph speed limits revolved a lot around safety and
claiming streets back from constant, fast traffic. If residents felt safe, they
were more likely to walk or cycle which brought its own health and
environmental benefits.
Members were aware that the need for Traffic Regulation Orders (TRO)
to change speed limits was often preventing parish/town councils from
progressing even where there was an appetite due to the cost of
obtaining one.
A solution to this could be to consider ‘batching’ which was referenced at
6.8 of the attached report where one TRO was used for several areas.
The police were a key consultee on this issue for any changes to be
implemented/successful.
There would also need to be some financial commitment in next years
budget for changes to be possible.
Learning from other areas in the UK who had taken similar action was
welcomed in the report.
Both members were keen that a response from this Committee was
eventually shared with Council and Cabinet and wanted to understand
the process for this happening.
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5.2

Whilst the recommendations in the report were supported by both
members, there was an ask to add a point about engaging with
communities to discover the appetite for a change to widespread 20mph
speed limits.

Liz Kirkham, Network Manager, was next invited to present the report. This
was taken as read and the following points highlighted for the Committee:
















The level of applications for 20mph limits had increased over recent
years, particularly noticed through Covid, where communities potentially
had more time to take pride in their areas and consider such changes.
In order for any speed change to be a success, support was needed from
across the board, including the police who were a statutory consultee.
Change to a 20mph speed limit required speeds in an area to be below
24mph whereas a change to a 20mph speed zone did not carry this
requirement, but meant that traffic calming measure had to be added.
The Road Safety Partnership produced a ‘Community Approaches to
Road Safety’ document which provided a range of ways communities
could become involved in reducing traffic speeds.
The Welsh Government had introduced a default 20mph speed limit
nationwide, whilst the DfT had indicated this power would remain with
local highways departments.
There were a number of existing 20mph schemes in the county, listed at
3.4. Members were informed that as an example of cost – the Hatherley
scheme cost around £200,000, funded through S106 monies, whilst a
smaller scheme in Nailsworth cost around £25,000. There were also
examples of developer led schemes where all costs and the engineering
involved would be covered within the construction.
Section 4 of the report explored potential visions that the motion could
achieve for the future of local roads. The example vision statements
covered different areas of concern such as making people feel safe on
the highway and improving their quality of life, tackling climate change
and reducing the need for car use.
Section 5 provided an overview of stakeholders involved. The list
demonstrated there was often a lot of different competing requirements.
For example, in order to reduce capacity strain on the police in enforcing
speed limits, there needed to be traffic calming measures, but these were
not welcomed by buses and emergency vehicles.
It was also very important to bring drivers on the journey and have a
strong communications plan so all parties understood what the changes
were, and why they were being made, to enable buy in from all sides.
The type of Traffic Regulation Order used for speed changes would have
to be permanent.
6.8 outlined how the council was proposing to spend the additional
£100,000 allocated in this year’s budget.
The consultative nature of this process meant it could be a long and
costly, a lot slower than people many think.

-7-
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Finally, members were referred to the recommendations listed at the end
of the report.

5.3

Noting the recommendations, a member explained that there was a link
between a decrease in speed with a reduction in exhaust emissions, and that
the main benefit of these changes needed to be the incentivisation of active
travel. Although they understood the need to learn and watch other areas
take this step, it was felt Gloucestershire should also have the courage to do
the right thing and implement this motion. They particularly noted a line in the
report that every 1mph reduction in speed, led to a 6% decrease in collisions
and fatalities.

5.4

A member shared that 20mph zones had been used in their division for
some time now and it generally worked well, most drove sensible through the
area and those that didn’t stood out. There was a general issue of
enforcement as it required the police to be in the right place at the right time.
The local community were encouraged to report speeding to the police.

5.5

Concern was raised at the high costs reflected in the report. The scheme in
Hatherley for example seemed small in comparison to its cost. Officers
advised that if you want to introduce a 20mph limit into an area that did not
already have low speeds, there was a requirement to install physical traffic
calming measures (which is where the cost began to mount up). A simple
scheme with minor signage would cost around £12-25,000.

5.6

Several members welcomed the approach taken in Oxfordshire where they
had implemented wide spread 20mph with minimal or no traffic calming
measures and wondered how much appetite there would be for that
approach.

5.7

It was suggested that it would be more beneficial for the county as a whole to
be able to offer a package of broader options that resulted in the same
outcome, improving road safety.

5.8

A member queried the process of objections against a TRO. It was advised
that anyone can object to a TRO during the consultation process, it there
were sufficient objections, the Council would not proceed or it would be
taken to the TRO Committee for a resolution.

Additional recommendations
5.9

Whilst the Committee accepted and supported the recommendations
outlined in the report, there was discussion on adding several additional
proposals for officers to explore:
a) The need for an allocation in next year’s budget, plus to explore possible
ways of drawing in external funding.

-8-
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b) An emphasis on working with the police to enable better support of these
schemes and the need to enforce them (to include self-enforcing
technologies)
c) Consultation with local areas to understand their appetite for adopting
20mph speed limits.
d) Exploring and learning from other local authority areas who had already
made similar changes.
e) The provision of a wider offer to communities on alternative and broader
options that resulted in the same outcome, improving road safety.
f) The consideration of batching TROs to improve efficiencies.
5.10

Whilst the Committee agreed on most of the above, point (e) was disagreed
on. It was felt by some members that adding this would reduce the emphasis
on moving towards 20mph zones/limits which was the reason behind the
original motion. It was noted however that as the motion was referred to
scrutiny to explore, it was within its power to move and explore outside the
specifics of the motion.

5.11

An action was taken to produce a summary document of the additional
proposed areas of exploration to be shared with the Lead Cabinet Member.
The disagreement on point (e) would be reflected within this.

ACTION:
6.

Democratic Services

WORK PLAN
Members considered the attached work plan and the following was agreed:






7.

The item on mineral extraction and its environmental impacts would be
delayed from the November 2022 meeting. This would be discussed offline
between the Chair and relevant officers.
Alternative/environmental-friendly technologies and innovative ideas within
highways would be considered early in the New Year.
The E-Scooter trial had just been extended to March 2022, members wanted
to understand what the process was for reviewing this trial and whether
scrutiny could feed into this via an update at its meeting in November, or
whether it would be best to wait to consider this after the trial had finished.
The Chair shared they received questions at Council regarding delays on the
Definitive Map Modification Orders process. It was agreed that a situation
report would be included in the next Executive Directors report, the
Committee could then decide if they wanted to consider a further item on
this.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT: ECONOMY, ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
7.1

A member asked for an update on the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
situation that was discussed at the last Committee meeting.

-9-
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7.2

It was advised officers continued to engage with the relevant district
authorities who had adopted the CIL funding. To date GCC had still not
received a penny of CIL funding from any of the Joint Core Strategy
authorities. Members were encouraged to influence within their own district
councils where possible for officers to engage with the county council on this
issue. GCC had recently lost an appeal at Coombe Hill and was currently in
session on another at Oakley Farm. This appeal was considering
contributions of up to £2.46m.

CHAIR
Meeting concluded at 13:37.
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Agenda Item 5

Environment Scrutiny Committee

Report Title:

MOTION 876 – UPDATE
To receive a report on actions agreed at the ESC on the 9th
September 2021

Meeting Date:

November 2021

Chair:

Cllr Dom Morris

Presenting Officer:

Liz Kirkham

Purpose of Report:

To provide an initial update on the actions arising from the
item considering the widespread introduction of 20mph
maximum speeds brought to the ESC on the 9th September
2021

Planned Dates
Background
documents:

Road Safety Policy workshop 15th December 2021
20 mph update report to ESC January 2022
MOTION 876 – CALL TO ADOPT 20MPH MAXIMUM
SPEEDS IN AREAS WHERE VULNERABLE ROAD
USERS AND VEHICLES MIX Report presented to ESC on
9th September 2021

Appendices
Recommendations

To receive the update report
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1. Background
1.1.

Following the presentation to County Council in June 2021 of Motion 876
– Call to adopt 20mph maximum speeds in areas where vulnerable road
users and vehicles mix, a report was brought to Environment Scrutiny
Committee in September 2021. A number of recommendations for actions
were agreed at that meeting.

1.2.

The table in Section 2 is a summary of the agreed actions, the progress
against the actions, and expected final delivery dates.

1.3.

In parallel to the work on the 20 mph policy, we are also developing a new
overarching Road Safety Policy, which will encompass various different
activities including 20mph and ANPR Cameras. This work will be
launched at a Road Safety Workshop on the 15th December.

1.4.

A further update report will be brought to ESC in January 2022.
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2.0 Action plan
Actions taken
Recommendation
Officers to continue to
deliver existing schemes

Hatherley
Engagement is underway, speed surveys
completed and analysed, a scheme feasibility
design produced, a Road Safety Audit has been
completed and feedback considered by officers.
The scheme, to increase walking to schools and
cycling is being funded by a combination of
income streams, including S106 and 20mph
funding

Next steps
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Nailsworth
Data gathering and analysis is complete, site
visits have been completed and a proposal
setting out the extents of a 20 speed limit has
been shared with the Town Council and local
member for their feedback before consultation.
This is being funded via Community Match.



Malleson Road, Gotherington
This is a developer led scheme and is being
funded by the developer as part of the planning
and legal agreements for the site.



Confirm design
commence TRO(s) and begin
statutory consultation process
with stakeholders and
residents
Commission
detailed design
Engage contractor
Following site visits and an
agreed scheme, updated
plans were supplied and the
Town Council have now come
back asking for more 20
areas. A further meeting later
this month has been arranged
to discuss these new
requests.
Waiting for a build date from
the developer so that the TRO
can be sealed, made and
brought into effect based on
build completion dates. All
other elements of the TRO
process complete.

Target
completion

Summer
2022

Meeting
local council
in
November

Subject to
progress by
developer

Officers to collect data to
confirm the effectiveness of
recently introduced 20mph
schemes.

Speed surveys being commissioned for:
Stow on the Wold
Longborough
Minchinhampton/ Nailsworth
Cirencester
Moreton in Marsh
Southgate St, Glos
Surveys to be carried out in November,
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Officers to work with in
Partnership with
Gloucestershire Police to
develop a 20mph policy
supported by internal
guidance.

An internal officer group has met to start drafting
proposals for development with police

Officers to develop a
methodology for the
prioritising of requests for
20mph zones and limits

Internal officer group has started this work

Officers to work in
Partnership with
Gloucestershire Police to

Document was produced by Gloucestershire
Rural Communities Council in 2016 and funded
by OPCC.



Review effectiveness of
measures against statement
of reasons



Transport monitoring team are
currently collating all existing
data for analysis and will set
up further surveys if required
for up to date data.



Meet with police to review and
develop proposals



Wider consultation as part of
consultation of Road Safety
Policy



Test schemes to be reviewed
against policy and draft
prioritisation process to
ensure the right schemes
progress through the process.



Shortlisted schemes will be
considered for inclusion in the
Highways Capital Programme,
and will need funding.



Contact GRCC to confirm
their agreement to review and
update.

December
2021

January
2022

January
2022

December
2021

review the Community
Approaches to Road Safety
document

Officers have discussed in principle with
colleagues in Gloucestershire Police

Consultation with District
Councils, Parish Councils to
understand local
thoughts/views/
considerations on adopting
a 20mph speed limit.

Questionnaire being developed to be sent to
District, Parish and Town councils, asking for
their views on existing 20mph restrictions, and
their priorities for more widespread adoption

Consider any possible
funding within GCC to
support future action
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Examples of changes made
within other local authority
areas – to include the
adoption of 20mph
zones/limits and any other
speed reducing initiatives,
and to include other LAs’
approach, such as Oxford
CC and others, to the way
the 2013 DfT circular is
interpreted.

Benchmarking is ongoing and we have
documents from other authorities to consider
when producing our processes, i.e. Tunbridge
Wells, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire. Also in
liaison with Hereford.
We are also working in partnership with the
Welsh government on 20 mph at welsh border
towns/ villages

March 2022


Identify funding / resources



Send out Questionnaire

December
2021



Identify costs, based on
others experiences,

January
2022



Identify funding sources



Bring information to Scrutiny
in January, so that they can
make recommendations in to
the Budget setting process



Will form part of policy and
prioritisation process

January
2022
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Road Safety Policy workshop



Development of draft Road
Safety policy



Public Consultation



Adoption of Policy

This already happens. We have regular
meetings with the police about enforcement.



Road safety ANPR camera
process agreed

Community-led technology enforcement options
- We have had discussions with the police about
this. We now have our ANPR Camera process in
place, just waiting for the police to set out their
process for approving applications.



Monmouthshire police have
December
agreed to liaise with Glos
police to discuss their different 2021
approach to enforcement



This is being considered and
batching of orders will be
done where appropriate.

To consider the provision of
a wider GCC & Glos Police
‘offer’ to communities on
alternative and broader
options (other than 20mph
zones/limits) that result in
the same outcome,
improving road safety and
reducing speed.

This should be covered by the review of the
Community Approach to Road Safety, and also
the development of the new Road Safety Policy

Broader engagement
(and/or partnership
working) with the police
around enforcement of
speed limits/zones. To
include discussions on
community-led technology
enforcement options.
Consideration of batching of
TROs to improve
efficiencies

December
2021

ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
WORK PLAN 2021-22
29 November 2021
Report deadline: 18 November 2021

12 January 2022
Report deadline: 4 January 2022

9 March 2022
Report deadline: 1 March 2022

Climate change
To understand whether Gloucestershire is
on track to meet its commitments and if the
plans are ambitious enough to address the
crisis at hand

Brief summary update on Motion 876
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POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS
Infrastructure South – including the third river crossing

4

School street trials

2

Infrastructure Planning

5

E-scooters

3

Visit to Javelin Park

6

Alternative/environmental-friendly
technologies and innovative ideas within
highways

This will be arranged when possible due to Covid
restrictions

Agenda Item 6

1
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Agenda Item 7
Director’s Report, Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
Scrutiny Committee Report
November 2021
This report summarises key areas likely to lead to decisions over the next 6 months, including
updates on areas previously reported.

1.0

Decisions

1.1

Relevant forthcoming decisions, by date due:

 A417 Missing Link Development Consent Order (DCO) process Between 1 Sep 2021 and
17 Nov 2021
 Programme Change to Fastershire Delivery Between 30 Nov 2021 and 7 Dec 2021
 Gloucestershire Statement of Common Ground - Strategic Planning 22 Dec 2021 by
Cabinet
 Gloucestershire County Council’s partnership agreement with Gloucester City Council,
Cheltenham Borough Council and Tewkesbury Borough Council in relation to the Joint
Core Strategy Between 3 Aug 2020 and 31 Dec 2021 by Cabinet Member - Environment and
Planning

1.2

Pending Items not yet published on the Forward Plan:

 Electricity Contracts
 Climate Change Strategy Annual Report & Action Plan

2.0

Highways

2.1

Highways Contracts

 Term maintenance (Ringway) – Third year of contract underway. Some focus now required on
progressing collaborative working relationship. Performance on cyclical maintenance and
defect repair remains on target. Defect numbers for September were just over 2500 but
October’s outturn is looking slightly higher at nearer 3000. Parts of the network which have
not yet been addressed with long term solutions such as resurfacing remain fragile.
 Professional services (Atkins) – Third year of contract underway.
 Structural maintenance (Tarmac) – Last year of current contract. Continued good
performance and final year of £150m investment commenced. The reprocurement of the
Structural Maintenance contract is the subject of a cabinet decision in November 2021.
 Street lighting (M Group) –Performance on key indicators remains satisfactory.
 Highway Skills Academy – Current focus is on the formation of a development/career path for
those staff which are progressing through their apprenticeships in order that GCC retains the
investment in time, funds and skills. Our first cohort of Level 4 (HNC equivalent)
Apprenticeships of 12 staff will start this month (September) with a second cohort planned to
follow next year with the large level of interest from existing staff. Highways have also
welcomed some participants from the Kickstart programme into the teams.
 Awards – A38 Canal Bridges won two awards at the ICE SW Awards in both the ‘People’s
Choice Award’ and ‘Project Under £8m New Build Award’.
 Roadworker assaults – following continued incidents of assaults on roadworkers/staff working
on GCC’s highway network directly, or via contracted providers, a letter to the PCC outlining
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the issue has been positively received with confirmation of positive support on this important
issue.

2.2

Highways Delivery

 Depots/property – development of strategic plan for highways depots included in 21/22
Service Plan in order to ensure facilities are fit for purpose.
 Ash die back – continued programme in 21/22 including planting programme to ensure that
two trees are planted for each one felled with ash die back disease. Discussions are
underway with external organisations such as National Trust and others to identify larger
woodland planting schemes off the public highway.

2.3

Major Projects
M5 J10

 Non-statutory public consultation results now published. Preferred Route Announcement took
place on 16th June 2021 along with associated communications and publication via GCC
website.
 Land agents progressing land acquisition/negotiations in partnership with GCC Property.
 Claims to date total just over £13.5m.
 Consultation currently underway for A38/A4019 Coombe Hill package of works.
 Statutory public consultation for J10 will run from December 2021 to February 2022.

A435 Capacity Improvements
 Works currently out to tender to delivery capacity improvements associated with local housing
developments. Project will also provide some enabling works for future cycle route between
Cheltenham and Bishops Cleeve.

A419 Junction Improvements (Stonehouse)
 Works substantially complete with Downton Road junction amendments underway.

Ashchurch Bridge over Rail (Delivery for Tewkesbury Borough Council)





Planning permission for the bridge has been granted. Detailed design continues (Atkins).
Legal agreement is underway. Ground investigation completed.
Project delivery through Design and Build contract likely.
Works continue with Tewkesbury Borough Council and Network Rail to understand the
complexities of the legal agreements required for the construction phase.
 Construction works estimated for 22/23-23/24.

GSWB / Llanthony Road
 Planning permission granted April 2019;
 Public Inquiry decision announced in early April by the DfT for the CPO process – this is
subject to a 6 week Judicial Review Period and a Notice of Intent Period which extends until
Autumn 2021.
 All premises are now owned by GCC. Work is underway to complete all utility disconnections.
 Planning application in with GCC for change of use (part of City Business Centre to become
car park for displaced parking)
 Preferred contractor in place for City Business Centre demolition contract, awaiting necessary
consents and planning application resolution.
 Levelling Up Fund bid successful at £12.822m
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West Cheltenham / Cyber £22M
 Work started on site for Phases 1 and 2 in June 2020 and works will be completed by 5th
November. The Phase 3 and 4 Design and Build contract started in January 2021 and is on
programme to be completed in early Spring 2022.
 National Highways’ safety critical works at Staverton Bridge and M5 Junction 11 are underway
with Arle Court forming part of the M5J11 diversion route – with Phase 1 and 2 works virtually
complete this is no longer causing a major impact.

Gloucester Station Access Works (Delivery with Gloucester City Council)
 New access/egress at Metz Way nearing completion, subject to Great Western Rail sign off
process. Revised Bruton Way access underway including additional drainage works,
anticipated completion January 2022.

Geotechnical Schemes
 Blakeney West – Detailed design complete and contract out to tender. Market engagement
event scheduled at end October. Contract award anticipated in December with mobilisation in
January 2022 with construction works planned for February 2022.
 Rushmire Hill – investigation works ongoing to determine slip and failure mechanism to inform
design.
 Badgeworth Road – design works underway during 2021/22
 Tintern Bridge – design works underway and accelerated construction programme being
prepared. Ongoing co-ordination with Monmouthshire CC who jointly have responsibility for
the bridge.
 Walk Bridge – tendering Design and Build contract for Stroud District Council. Preliminary
early contractor involvement to investigate possible construction potions prior to tender
process.

3.0

Community & Infrastructure

3.1

DMMO Update:

Recent Statistics: (to 18 Oct ’21)
The DMMO team faced significant demand pressure of a 2026 cut off date being enacted in law.
New ‘min.14(1) compliant’ applications received in 2021 (up to 18th Oct)
Number of applications ‘resolved’ so far in 2021
Currently resolving, on average over the past 5 years, 8 applications a year.

12
8

Number of all ‘undetermined’ applications, as at 18 Oct 21:
Undetermined
Undet-Archived
Undet-Non14(2)
No.
21
52
62
(“Archived” applications are whereby the intended effect of the application is essentially nulled by a
subsequent change in legislation (for example, the NERC Act); “Non14(2)” applications have not
been ‘fully made’ but are still valid applications in terms of needing determination.)
Number of all unresolved ‘determined’ applications, as at 18 Oct 21:
Apps with unresolved objections
Apps at publication/
confirmation stage
Submitted to SoS
Awaiting submission
No.
3
2
31
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Recent CROWC determinations:
Last CROW Committee
1 App on 7 June - decision to make Order for additional FP
1 App on 5 Oct - decision to make Order for additional FP
Next CROW Committee
In December

3.2

DfT Emergency Active Travel Fund

 Tranche 2: (B4063 Chelt-Glos cycle route): Work has started on the construction of part of the
route between Arle Court and the M5 bridge. A lower speed limit is in place to allow for safe
working and in preparation for the new design, which will reallocate road space to create a
safer route that enables cyclists to ride away from the traffic.


The DfT has agreed our £231k revenue bid submitted to the DfT’s Local Authority Capability
Fund earlier in the year. This programme of active travel activities will support the
development of an ambitious and high-quality local cycling and walking infrastructure plan
(LCWIP) compliant with LTN 1/20, work on a pipeline of schemes and engagement with
communities including employers and schools.

3.3

ITU Public Transport and School Transport

 Cabinet has agreed the council’s Bus Service Improvement Plan to support the economic
recovery and measures to tackle climate change and social exclusion in rural areas. Our bid
will enable the council to bid for significant government funds to deliver high quality urban and
rural public transport services over the next three years.
 Public transport service disruption – Stagecoach have reduced service frequencies in
Cheltenham and Gloucester to enable drivers to be redeployed to areas of the county where
there is a driver shortage, notably the Stroud and Dursley area. Stagecoach is apologising to
customers for disruption caused by late cancellations.

3.4

Network Management (Road Safety and Parking)

 In consultation with the police and cabinet members officers have developed guidance for
communities on the use of ANPR cameras to address concerns about speeding. This will be
published on the council’s web site and set out the factors that need to be taken into
consideration when applying for such cameras.
 The Invitation to Tender for Electric Vehicle Charge Points has been published on the council’s
procurement portal. This is a key milestone in enabling the council to invest in 1000 EVCP’s
over the next four years.
 The council has been successful in bidding for £250k from the Department for Transport for
investment in traffic signals that will help to improve detection and pedestrian safety.

3.5

e-Scooter trial

 The government is looking to extend local trials to November 2022, by when permanent
legislation is expected to be in place for the use of e-scooters on the public highway. In the
first year since the start of the trial in Gloucestershire over 50,000 individuals have used the escooters, travelling to the moon and back, and saving over 20 tonnes of carbon dioxide.

3.6


Sustainability
The council has been successful in securing £600,000 towards implementation of its tree
strategy following applications for funding from the Woodland Trust and Forestry Commission.
This includes funding to recruit a Tree Officer who will take forward this work in partnership
with district councils, the Gloucestershire Local Nature Partnership and broad range of
voluntary organisations over the next three years. To support this work we have put out a call
to the public for ‘land for trees’ and officers are reviewing suggestions to identify sites for
suitable planting this winter.
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As part of the Queens Green Canopy initiative a ceremonial tree was planted on 11th October
at the Moat School in Matson, Gloucester to mark the Queen’s Golden Jubilee this year. This
was arranged through the office of the Lord Lieutenant for Gloucestershire.
 Three new starters have joined the Sustainability and Waste teams to help deliver our Climate
Change, Air Quality and Waste strategies and engage communities. Since starting they have
been working with the Gloucestershire Climate Change Coordinator and the Comms team to
create the Greener Gloucestershire web pages showcasing sustainable work happening in
councils, businesses and communities in the run up to the COP 26 international climate
change conference in Glasgow.
 The new Air Quality and Climate Change Officer has worked with Environmental Health teams
in Gloucester and Cheltenham to submit a bid from GCC to DEFRA for over £140k of funding
to improve air quality in Air Quality Management Areas in both towns. The bid covers air
quality monitoring, a single web site for all AQ information in Gloucestershire, interactive signs,
educational engagement with local schools and a last mile e-cargo bike pilot in partnership
with local businesses. An announcement is not expected until March 2022.

3.7

Highways Development Management

 The HDM Improvement Plan is being implemented with vertical teams delivering a personal
geographic service to the LPA’s. Following job evaluation of several roles work is now
underway to recruit to new permanent posts in the planning and legal agreement/adoptions
teams.

4.0

Strategic Infrastructure

4.1

B4063 / A40 Highways England Cycling Scheme – Cheltenham to Gloucester

 The original HE scheme, in order to fulfil funding criteria, needed to be completed by March
2020. This, however, was subsequently extended to construction starting in 2021, as part of
the RIS2 process. GCC officers continue to engage with HE’s Route Manager to attempt to
ensure everything is ‘joined up’.
 GCC has decided to take over the detailed design of this project, with the design fully
underway with the East part of the route designed and consulted upon in Spring 2021, an
independent audit has now been completed by a leading industry expert to ensure we provide
the best possible facility we can within the constraints. The audit findings have led to
extensive enhancement of the provision, which have been heavily endorsed by Sustrans to the
extent that they are due to become a major funding provider for the scheme. The revised
proposals for the East part of the route between the M5 overbridge and Arle Court have now
been published on the County Councils website reflecting the feedback received to date.
 Works started in October 2021, delivering the east part of the route first.
 This scheme will have the key advantage of directly linking the project to the emerging £22M
West Cheltenham Transport Improvement Scheme (WCTIS) providing a continuous link
between Gloucester and Cheltenham rail station once complete and include the recently
successfully delivered Emergency Active Travel Scheme on London Road in Gloucester. The
GFirst LEP Board, in December 2020, agreed that any future underspend on the £22M WCTIS
would be ringfenced to the B4063 cycle scheme. Prior to this, in November 2020, £864k was
secured from an EATF Tranche 2 bid from the Department for Transport (DfT), which will part
fund a section of the works. We have submitted a DfT Levelling Up fund to deliver the scheme
in its entirety.

4.2

M5 Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch)

 The Strategic Outline Business Case for the M5 J9 / A46 scheme was submitted to the DfT in
January 2020;
 Positive Government announcement in March 2020, stating that the scheme should progress
to the next stage;
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 This is to progress to the Outline Business Case – the cost of which is likely to be £2M-£3M –
part of the funding came from the approved £4M GCC funding for ‘business case
development’ in 2020/21;
 The progression of the scheme was considered and approved by GCC Cabinet on 24th March
2021;
 Discussions re- possible future funding ongoing with both Homes England and Tewkesbury
BC due to the links to the emerging ‘garden town’;
 Ongoing discussions with HE to secure approval of options for Junction 9;
 Detailed HE feedback has been received and is currently being analysed by officers and
Atkins.
 Public consultation anticipated in Summer / Autumn 2022.

4.3

Digital connectivity

 Cabinet considered and approved the latest, revised Fastershire Broadband Strategy 20192022 in December 2019;
 This is now being implemented, with a view to securing solutions for ‘the final 3%’.
 Complete Utilities (CU) announced on the 31st October that it was ceasing trading with
immediate effect. Gigaclear was informed immediately of this decision. There was no prior
warning or indication of this act. Complete Utilities are not the sole contractor for Gigaclear, so
active discussions have taken place since the news, in order to re-issue the work to their other
suppliers, as well as Gigaclear own direct labour term, which they will bolster. As part of this,
they and suppliers are looking to take on some of the CU individuals/gangs who have worked
on the contract. GCC released a media statement regarding the news and stated it would do
all it could to offer support to staff. GCC have alerted other GCC colleagues who deliver
employment and skills programmes, and LEP/JCP who provide a co-ordinated redundancy
support programme, who will be ready to respond to help individuals impacted by CU ceasing
to trade, once the position is clearer.

4.4

A417 Missing Link

 Preferred Route Announcement (Route 30) made March 2019;
 Further public consultation took place in Autumn 2019;
 A supportive officer-level response to this consultation (a joint response from CDC, TBC and
GCC) was sent on 8th November 2019;
 Positive announcement in March 2020 stating that the scheme has secured funding and
should progress to DCO;
 Revised proposals were subject to a further public consultation, which started on 12th October
2020. A detailed GCC officer response was sent, meeting the external deadline of 12th
November 2020;
 The DCO planning application has now been submitted in June 2021 and is currently being
considered by the Planning Inspectorate;
 An Individual Cabinet Member decision is proposed in October / November 2021 to seek
authorisation to formally delegate to officers authority to represent the Council through the
DCO process.

4.5

Local Transport Plan (LTP)

 The LTP was adopted at Full Council on 17th March 2021.

4.6

Chepstow Transport Improvements

 Consultant’s report outlined scheme options;
 Monmouthshire CC keen to progress to Full Business Cases;
 GCC Lead Cabinet Members supported a GCC financial contribution of £20K (2020/21)
towards Stage 2 of the Chepstow Transport Study;
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 A possible further GCC financial contribution for 2021/22 is currently being considered.

4.7

Cinderford

 FoDDC yet to secure planning permission and funding for proposed extension of phase one of
the road;
 A Section 73 amendment to vary the existing planning permission was submitted in April 2021
and is awaiting determination by FoDDC;
 FoDDC are holding a Cinderford Northern Quarter Scrutiny Inquiry early November 2021, with
GCC officer input;
 Until planning and funding for the road is in place, no further action for GCC.

4.8

Local Plans / JCS / CIL

 Review of JCS now underway following an ‘Issues and Options’ consultation which ended in
January 2019;
 The JCS Reg.18 public consultation has now been delayed to 2022;
 Progress has been made with the JCS authorities to review the JCS CIL – consultants are
now undertaking this task in liaison with GCC officers;
 GCC education and library contributions continue to be challenged and declined by some
District Councils and developers – these are in the process of being reviewed by GCC;
 GCC continues to not receive a penny of CIL from any of the JCS authorities;
 Stroud Local Plan – Consultation on Draft Local Plan – closed 22nd January 2020. Significant
officer-level concerns submitted to SDC – especially transport issues re- the significant
proposed development at Sharpness. Another SDC consultation took place with additional
possible housing sites, which was responded to in December 2020. The most recent public
consultation stage (pre-submission draft consultation) ended on 21st July 2021. GCC officer
comments were submitted prior to the deadline.
 Cotswold Local Plan – Adopted in August 2018;
 Forest of Dean Local Plan – Issues and Options consultation ended on 31st October 2019.
FoDDC consulted on a ‘preferred option’ – the closing date for comments was 29th January
2021. GCC officers commented before this deadline.

5.0

Libraries & Registration

5.1

Libraries

 The library service had a successful Summer Reading Challenge with the theme Wild World
Heroes. The challenge, in its 22nd year, for children aged 4-11 borrowing 6 books over the
summer to maintain reading levels and getting certificates and a medal on completion. Precovid we would have seen a completion rate of around 61%, however this year we had a
completion rate of 75.6%. In addition to this the service distributed packs to 263 looked after
children and 1,000 community children reached through local foodbanks.
 The winner of the 2021 David Vaisey Prize was announced during the Cheltenham Literature
Festival. The awards were presented by Bernadine Evaristo in a ceremony at the Queens
Hotel. The winning initiative was Matson Library who operated pop up libraries in local
community venues whilst the library was being refurbished. Through these pop ups they were
able to engage with people in the community who had never used a library before and are who
are now active users. The model is being replicated elsewhere.

5.2

Registration

 Demand for Registration services is still high and for the 4th month in a row the team have
delivered a significantly high number of wedding and civil partnership ceremonies. In October
the average number of ceremonies is 277 but in October 2021 the team conducted 455
ceremonies.
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6.0

Waste Management

 HRCs moved to their shorter winter opening hours on Sun 31st Oct. Sites are open 10-4, six
days per week over the winter months.
 The Fosse Cross HRC has closed for a period of approximately three weeks through
November for essential repairs. The booking system ensures that no one can book a visit
during the closure period. A communications plan was developed in consultation with our Lead
Cabinet Member. Pyke Quarry is open seven days a week during this short period in order to
provide some additional capacity. Work at Fosse Cross is progressing well.
 Waiting times for an appointment to visit a Household Recycling Centre (HRC) by car remain
low. Next day appointments are currently available at each of the four sites that are currently
open.
 The council has a long standing arrangement with Warwickshire County Council (WCC)
whereby Gloucestershire residents can use the HRC at Shipston on Stour. An annual payment
of approximately £20k/yr has historically been made. Since introducing a booking system at
the HRC, WCC has ascertained that 1 in 3 site visitors are from Gloucestershire and are
seeking to increase the contribution paid by GCC to approximately £70k from next year. A late
revenue growth bid will be made to meet this additional cost.
 The new contract for food waste treatment with Andigestion commenced on 1st October.
 The new contract for food waste haulage with Ubico commenced on 1st November.
 Work continues on the procurement of new materials off-take contracts for the various waste
streams collected for reuse, recycling and recovery at the HRCs. There are currently 28
different contracts in place, which are to be retendered and awarded ahead of contract
commencement on 1st April 2022. The duration of these new contracts will be synchronised
with the duration of the new Ubico HRC management contract.

7.0

Employment and Skills

7.1

Adult Education Service

 Online learning remains in place for some of the skills provision, feedback from learners was
taken into account when planning the new academic year. ESOL learning is predominately
taking place face to face in the centre and other community settings due to the learners
expressing the need to mix with other learners and to learn face to face. Functional skills is
taking place mainly online as we found this allows for more flexible course delivery, learners
are able to complete courses in the evenings to fit around their work patterns. Some
functional skills courses are running face to face as not all learners like online learning and it is
better to have face to face classes for them. All apprenticeship provisions are now back to
face to face with employers now happy for us to go to their premises to carry out assessments
and support sessions. Most of the community learning is now back to be being delivered face
to face as many of these learners struggle with technology or live in rural areas that do not
have good internet connections. Most of the venues we were using pre-Covid are now open
and back to normal capacity, this makes our community learning delivery easier.
 We submitted 350 TAG’s (Teacher Assessed Grades) in accordance with the instructions from
the Department of Education, Ofqual and the awarding body (Pearsons). All grades were
upheld by Pearsons and we were praised by them for our accurate recording of learner
information and progress throughout their learning programmes.
 The Final ESFA end of year for 2020/2021 was submitted on 2nd November – we have no
concerns over the allocation spend as we have exceeded our minimum requirement of 90%
spend for this period as a service, hitting a total spend of just under 97%.
 Monthly budget review meetings continue to take place with Hos/Finance and Budget
Managers to ensure that forecasting is more accurate and cost savings are looked at regularly.
We have made some good cost savings and are in a good financial state as a service now.
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7.2

Skills and Employment Hub

 The purpose of the Skills and Employment Hub is to support: - workers who are coming off
furlough and facing redundancy; school/college leavers; apprenticeship candidates across the
county from one central Skills and Employment Hub. The S&E Hub brings together GCC and
GFirst LEP support whilst working with key stakeholders across the county to strengthen the
offer to anyone in need of skills and employment support.
 The team moved into a central hub location in the Adult Education building on Commercial
Road on 1st September 2021.
- REPORT END -
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Environment & Communities Scrutiny Committee

Quarter 2 2021/22
Purpose of the report
To provide a strategic overview of the Council's performance for Quarter 2 2021/22.
The following scorecards are enclosed:
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Key to Symbols
Highways & Flood
Environment & Planning
Strategic Risk Register Summary

Page number
2
3
4
5

Prepared by the Performance and Improvement Team

1

Key to Symbols
Reporting Basis

Measure Symbols

Year to Date

Performance accumulated over the year

Rolling Year

Average performance over a 12 month
period
Performance measured once a year

Annual
Latest
Quarter
Snapshot

Performance this quarter

Forecast

Predicted position at the end of the year

Performance at a particular point in time

Risk
Likelihood
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Almost
certain
(5)
Likely
(4)
Probable
(3)
Possible
(2)
Rare
(1)

Bigger is Better
Smaller is Better
Plan is best

1
Insignificant

2
Minor

5

10

Impact/Consequence
3
4
Moderate
Major
15

20

5
Critical
25

4

8

12

16

20

3

6

9

12

15

2

4

6

8

10

1

2

3

4

5

Performance Better than Target
Performance Worse than Target
Performance significantly worse than Target
No information
Missing Target
No Value
A bigger value for this measure is good
A smaller value for this measure is good
Where it is better for performance to be on target rather than above or below

Risk Rating
(calculated by multiplying the Impact with the Likelihood of each risk)
Risk Symbols
Risk Value Increasing
Risk Value Decreasing
No Change

Level of
Risk
Low
Moderate
High

Score
16
7 – 12
13 – 25

2

Highways
Cllr Vernon Smith
Highways
Good Performance High/Low
%
%
%
%

of
of
of
of

2 hour emergency repairs made on time
24 hour defects repaired on time
28 day defects repaired or made safe in time
structural maintenance programme delivered

Overall resident satisfaction with Highways network

Bigger
Bigger
Bigger
Bigger

is
is
is
is

Better
Better
Better
Better

Reporting Basis Sep20
Latest
Latest
Latest
Latest

Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

99.0%
99.0%
99.0%
73.0%

Good Performance High/Low

Reporting Basis Dec16

Bigger is Better

Annual

Good Performance High/Low

Reporting Basis Mar17

% of principal roads where maintenance should be considered Smaller is Better
% of the Nonprincipal classified roads where maintenance
Smaller is Better
should be considered

Dec20

Mar21

98.0%
100.0%
100.0%
87.0%

Dec17

53.0%

98.0%
100.0%
95.0%
99.0%

Dec18

52.0%

Mar18

Actual
Sep21

Jun21
100.0%
99.0%
96.0%
32.0%

Actual
Dec20

Dec19

51.0%

Mar19

99.0%
99.0%
97.0%
61.0%

52.0%

52.0%

Actual
Mar21

Mar20

Target
Sep21

Comments

96.0%
96.0%
95.0%
50.0%

Target
Dec20

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Comments

52.0%

Target
Mar21

Comparator
Group

Comparator
Group
n/a

Comments

Comparator
Group

Annual

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Annual

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

6.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

Floods
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% delivery of the annual gully emptying programme (as
published on the website)

Good Performance High/Low

Reporting Basis Sep20

Bigger is Better

Latest Quarter

81.0%

Dec20
97.0%

Mar21
100.0%

Jun21
32.0%

Actual
Sep21
64.0%

Target
Sep21
50.0%

Comments

Comparator
Group
n/a

3

Environment and Planning
Cllr David Gray
Climate Change
Good Performance High/Low
Council Carbon Emissions, buildings & transport (exc schools)
Smaller is Better
Tonnes of CO2e

Good Performance High/Low
Renewable energy generation (kWh) from the Councils Estate
Bigger is Better
(exc schools)

Reporting Basis Jun20
Year to Date

Sep20

1,118.52

Reporting Basis Jun20
Year to Date

Dec20

2,192.78

Sep20

13,692,113

4,228.60

Dec20

29,818,032

Actual
Jun21

Mar21
6,452.14

Mar21

44,700,725

1,118.30

Target
Jun21

Comments

1,119.00

Actual Jun21

62,753,377

Comparator
Group
3,875.00

Comments
12,666,806

Comparator
Group
n/a

Waste

Residual household waste per household (Kgs)
% of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting
% of waste diverted from landfill
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Net power production (MWhr) by the Gloucestershire Energy
From Waste facility

Materials recovered for recycling at the Energy from Waste
facility (tonnes)

Smaller is Better

Forecast

446

464

451

461

457

479

Bigger is Better

Forecast

52.7%

52.0%

50.9%

50.7%

51.0%

51.0%

Bigger is Better

Forecast

97.1%

97.2%

97.1%

97.4%

97.4%

92.8%

Good Performance High/Low

Reporting Basis Jun20
27,254

Good Performance High/Low

Reporting Basis Sep20

Bigger is Better

Quarterly

12,354

Mar21

Sep20
32,143

Dec20
10,825

Jun21

Target
Sep21

Reporting Basis Sep20

Bigger is Better

Dec20

Actual
Sep21

Good Performance High/Low

Dec20
29,738

Mar21
10,531

Mar21
35,662

Jun21
10,057

Actual
Jun21

Comments

Target
Jun21

33,491

n/a

Comments

29,000

Actual Sep21

Comparator
Group
n/a

Comments
9,919

Comparator
Group

Comparator
Group
n/a

4

Strategic Risk
Strategic Risk Register
Strategic Risk 12: Climate Change
Risk Owner

SR12.1

Failure to deliver the county council’s climate change strategy,
impacting our ability to deliver our organisation, partnership
and community activities, and to mitigate the impacts of a
Chick, Colin
changing climate on Gloucestershire’s natural environment,
communities, business and visitors.

Inherent
Risk

Sep20

Dec20

High 25 Moderate 10 Moderate 10

Mar21

High 15

Jun21

High 15

Actual
Sep21

DoT Sep
21

Comments
In 2019 the council declared a Climate Emergency and Cabinet approved a
Climate Change Strategy with a five year rolling action plan. This was reviewed
by Cabinet in December 2020 and officers are progressing the delivery of
individual actions. This is on the Environment Scrutiny Committee work plan and
the next annual review will be considered by Cabinet in December 2021.
The risk likelihood has reduced as a result of the following staff appointments:
Strategic Climate Change Coordinator (1 FTE), working across Gloucestershire
public sector organisations under Leadership Gloucestershire, hosted by
Gloucester City Council
County Council  Climate Change & Air Quality Officer (1 FTE), Sustainability &
Engagement Officers (1.5 FTE). (Recruitment of a Tree Officer is underway)

Moderate
10

Strategic Risk 14: Community Infrastructure Levy
Risk Owner

SR14.1

Emergence of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

Chick, Colin

Inherent
Risk

High 16

Sep20

High 16

Dec20

High 16

Mar21

High 16

Jun21

High 16

Actual
Sep21

High 16

DoT Sep
21

Comments
5 of the 6 District Councils continue to implement CIL. GCC officers continue to
actively engage with the 5 District Councils to attempt to ensure that essential
strategic infrastructure is secured as part of future developments / planning
permissions. There is an ongoing review of the JCS CIL, which is very much
welcomed. GCC has contributed £85K towards this review.
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